We measured frequency-of-seeing curves for tiny (1.125 and 3.375 min arc) stimuli flashed briefly at absolute threshold to estimate the density of fovea1 cones in normals and in subjects with Stargardt's macular dystrophy. Fovea1 absolute thresholds for Stargardt's were elevated 1.5 log units over normal. Analysis using Poisson counting statistics indicated that the quanta1 absorption to stimulate individual cones was normal for Stargardt's but that effective optical density of individual cones was reduced by > 1 log. Numerical density of fovea1 cones was reduced 1 log unit for Stargardt's patients with acuities of 20/30-20/100.
INTRODUCTION
Stargardt's disease is an autosomal recessive macular dystrophy, characterized by macular retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) atrophy, the deposition of lipofuscin in the RPE, particularly in the variation called fundus flavimaculatis, and reduced central vision, typically by the first or second decade of life, although some do not report diminished vision until their fourth or fifth decade (Noble & Carr, 1979; Fishman, Farber, Pate1 & Derlacki, 1987; Weleber & Eisner, 1988; Bird & Marshall, 1982; Noble & Carr, 1979 , 1980; Klien & Krill, 1967) . In a histopathological study of the eye of one young patient with this juvenile macular degeneration, the RPE was reported to be absent from the fovea and most of the photoreceptors were missing, yet this patient maintained 20130 acuity just prior to his accidental death (Eagle et al., 1980). Thus a disparity remains between the anatomical and psychophysical data. In a previous paper (Geller, Sieving & Green, 1992) , we discussed the ineffectiveness of using globally redundant stimuli like gratings to estimate the density of the photoreceptor population based on sampling considerations. We found that grating orientation could be identified correctly under conditions that simulated massive loss of receptors. Consequently, it seemed that this approach would not be fruitful for studying these subjects. This conclusion had been foreshadowed by studies of amblyopia (Wilson, 199 1) and of fovea1 aliasing which showed that undersampled stimuli can be identified under certain conditions (Williams & Coletta, 1987; Williams, 1990) .
In contrast to globally redundant gratings, we have now used discrete tiny spot stimuli to quantify the photoreceptor population, based on the work of Cicerone and Nerger (1989a, b) , who modeled the frequency-of-seeing curves of normal and dichromatic observers tested with tiny (l-3 min arc dia) stimuli to obtain estimates of both the relative and absolute
